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Not everybody pays their life for society. A person in any field whether an artist or a social worker should be 
appreciated, if he has contributed his time and efforts for the sake of society. We, Newsmakers Broadcasting and 
Communications Pvt. Ltd., (NBC) comprehending the importance of such people in society who have never claimed 
for their name to be cherished for their contribution; not only salute their hard work to improve the society but also like 
to count them amongst deserving citizens for awards which will be honoured on May 1st, 2010.

NewsMakers Broadcasting and Communications Pvt. Ltd, has set new horizons of ethical journalism is honouring 
unsung heroes of our society through the NewsMakers Achievers' Awards to the people who have risen from the rank 
and file of the common man to act as the beckon light for the multitude of humanity to rise to a notch above the 
ordinary.

These heroes would be selected from different fields. Unlike other awards, which cater to only one sector, we have 
enveloped the entire range of activities that serve the human race from politics to healthcare, education, business and 
professionals, who make life easier for the common man.

This honour will be presented at a grand function which will be attended by delegates of many countries, celebrities, 
business dignitaries, politicians, et al. A star studded event that will be remembered and cherished by every Indian. To 
be unbiased and transparent, the nomination procedure is kept open to the public. One can nominate their favourite 
heroes by sending us SMS or via email.

NBC has within a brief span of time become a name to reckon within the media. Our publication are fast being 
recognized for comprehensive analysis of events covering a wide range of subjects, the magazine has been 
appreciated on more than one occasion for its bold presentation of facts. The exclusive news, views and interviews 
have become the talk of the town. Our readership profile comprises of, besides the common man, the businessmen, 
hoteliers, entertainment industry, medical profession and others interested in gaining in-depth understanding of the 
subject. In-depth coverage of top stories dealt with responsibility, courage and honesty has made our presence felt in 
the market in a matter of just seven months! Our daily tabloid Afternoonvoice was launched on 3rd July, 2009 and it 
has reached majority of the stalls all over the city with a wide readership.

Our core competency lies in providing extensive and exclusive coverage to all spheres of information, which is 
made possible by our dynamic team, comprising of the right blend of youth and experience. This provides our 
publications freshness and depth. Honest reporting with an emphasis on ethics is our forte. We are a multi-dimensional 
media company involved in a multitude of activities in electronic and print media, which includes, among others, 
production of TV serials and documentaries and our leading publications include Beyond the News, the international 
fortnightly magazine and a daily eveninger Afternoon Voice; both being printed and published from Mumbai.

'Afternoon Voice' is a Mumbai daily covering all aspects of the city. Besides the daily diet of news, sports and 
business; readers are served stimulating columns and features related to the theme of the day. With an ever-expanding 
readership base, our newspaper tries to be different by not just focusing on city-centric reporting but also present the 
relevant national events with the city's viewpoint. Detailed contents of these are available on our websites 
www.afternoonvoice.com and www.beyondthenews.biz respectively.

Maritime Bridges is our monthly trade magazine which gives the readers an insight on the shipping industry and 
maritime events happening along the country's vast coastline.

Soon to reach stands are Mee Mumbaikar, a monthly Marathi magazine and Marathi Manoos, a Marathi daily; both 
shall have superlative and fresh content specially drafted for the niche readers. Today, everyone is speaking in hushed 
voice about the growing popularity of our publications and even veterans in the field are feeling threatened by this 
fledging. We set new trends in the industry and our production and editing standards are being taken note of by even 
well established print and production houses.

Armstrong's Hexworld is the sponsor for the Award ceremony.
Armstrong's Hexworld is a dream world that's surrounded by world class locales, world class landmarks and a world 

class ambience. A pioneering concept that advocates affordable housing and budget-friendly homes that bring modern 
living within the reach of the common man. 

MOTIVE:

NOMINATION:

ABOUT US:

SPONSOR:

Hex World
NewsMakers Achievers' Awards (Nominees leading in the Categories )

Heart Throb of Maharashtra

Best Debutant Politician

Best Spokesperson

Best Union Leader

Most Popular Uttar Bhartiya 
Leader

Best Maharashtra CM

Best Mumbai Sheriff

Best Mumbai Mayor:

International Politics

Best Writer

Best Anchor

Best Reporter

Best Journalist

Best News Agency

Best News Channel

Best Senior Editor

Raj Thackeray

Krishna Hedge (Congress)
Pankaj Bhujbal (NCP)
Pankaja Munde (BJP)

Prakash Jawdekar-BJP

Sachin Ahir

...

...

Dr. Jagannath Hegde

Mahadev Devde

Kalkiji Maharaj

Vinita Kamte

Rajdeep Sardesai (English) / 
Punya Prasoon (Hindi)

Rana-Tehelka (Print Media) / 
Jayprakash (Electronic Media)

G.H Khallu-Kashmir

Chintan Group

Aajtak/ T.V9

...

Malayalam-Malayala Manorama, 
Marathi-Navakal, Hindi-Amar 
Ujala, English-Sakal Times, 
Gujarati-Mumbai Samachar

NAI

Anna Hazare

R.A. Rajiv /
Neela Satyanarayan

Y.P Singh

Rohini Salian 

Smita Thackeray

Red Swastik Society

Sunish Subramanian

Rohidas Bapuji Lande

Mahesh Manjrekar

Bharat Dabholkar

Ravi Kishan

Nagma

Best Vernacular Publication

Best Newspaper Agency

Best Veteran Social Activist 

Best IAS Officer

Best IPS Officer

Best Lawyer

Best Outstanding Social 
Contribution

Best NGO

Best Animal Activist 

Honest Police Man

Best Director

Best Media & Advertisement 
Person

Best Bhojpuri Actor

Best Bhojpuri Actress

Best Television Director

Milind Gunaji

Himesh Reshamiya

Shakti Kapoor

...

Mugdha Dodse

Nandini Sardesai 

Reza Kabul

Varun Shipping

Krishna Patil-Trekking / 
Leander Paes-Tennis

Diva Maharashtracha

Rohidas Waghmare / 
Nandita Palshetkar
Dr. Anirudha Dharmadhikari

Sadhna/ Aastha

Shri Hari Chaitanya 

BEST

...

State Bank of Hyderabad

Gautam Korde / Imran Mulla

Best Singer

Best Comedian

Best Stand up Comedian

Sensational Face

Best  Teacher

Best Architect

Best Shipping Company

Best Sports Person

Best Theme Hotel 

Best Doctor

Best Spiritual Channel 

Best Spiritual Leader

Mumbai's Favourite Transport

Best Builders:

Best Bank

Jury's Special 
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Our Publications
Afternoon Voice 

Beyond the News 

Afternoon Voice is a Mumbai daily covering all 
aspects of the city. Besides the daily diet of news, 
sports and business; readers are served 
stimulating columns and features related to the 
theme of the day. With an ever-expanding 
readership base, our newspaper tries to be 
different by not just focusing on city-centric 
reporting but also present the relevant national 
events with the city's viewpoint. In-depth 
coverage of top stories dealt with responsibility, 
courage and honesty has made our presence 
felt in the market in a matter of just two month! It 
was launched on July 3, 2009 and within a short 
span it has reached majority of the stalls all over 
the city with a door-to-door circulation in the 
pipeline. 

It is the only international fortnightly magazine 
published from Mumbai. Fast being recognized 
for comprehensive analysis of events covering a 
wide range of subjects, the magazine has been 
appreciated on more than one occasion for its 
bold presentation of facts. Responding to the 
desire of readers to know more than what the 
newspapers report, our publication endeavours 
to take up issues often sidelined by other 
mainstream publications. The exclusive news, 
views and interviews have become the talk of the 
town. Our readership profile comprises of, 
besides the common man, the businessmen, 
hoteliers, entertainment industry, medical 
profession and others interested in gaining in 
depth understanding of the subject. In addition to 
reaching out to all the important cities in India, 
our magazine is also read in international cities 

like Sydney, Singapore, Bangkok and Dubai. 

The monthly gives an insight of the country's 
shipping industry. We bring our expertise on reporting hard news and 
apply it to this sector. The focus of the magazine is on the maritime 
events occurring along the country's vast coastline. It aims not only to 
cater to the industry specific need of understanding the events that most 
affect them but also serves as a platform for the members of the industry 
to form opinions. 
www.afternoonvoice.com 
www.beyondthenews.biz 

This website is started with the intention of encouraging fair, sensitive and accurate 
news coverage of issues concerning India. This interactive medium is envisaged as 
one of the leading voices of the people of India, as also for the purpose of upholding 
journalistic standards and ethics. Like our publications, the site shall provide all 
kinds of assistance to fledgling journalists and instill in them greater independence 
and to promote what is important in the interest of public. We have a Directory, 
Photo Gallery, as also interactive window that the trainee journalist can access for 
help from us on any issue. 
We eagerly await your feedback to update the site to suit your need.
This is first international English eveninger, mainly focused on youth related issues; 
it reaches Delhi, Hyderabad and Lucknow stalls by evening 6pm.
Just recently we launched this magazine and its circulated all over Maharashtra. It's 
a Marathi monthly magazine.

Maritime Bridge 

www.afternoonvoice.com

Marathi daily is on try run.

Address: 425, 4th Floor Gundecha Industrial Complex Premises 
Co.op Society Ltd., Akurli Road, Near Big Bazar, Kandivali (E)

Mumbai- 400101, Tel: 022 3222 9881 / 2 / 5 / 7
www.afternoonvoicedesk@gmail.com, www.afternoonvoice.com
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